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Long regarded as the leading book in the field, this volume provides a basic introduction to the

biological, chemical, and physical properties affecting soil fertility and plant nutrition. It covers all

aspects of nutrient management for profitable crop production, with particular attention to minimizing

the environmental impact of soil and fertilizer management. The Sixth Edition
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Long regarded as the leading book in the field, this volume provides a basic introduction to the

biological, chemical, and physical properties affecting soil fertility and plant nutrition. It covers all

aspects of nutrient management for profitable crop production, with particular attention to minimizing

the environmental impact of soil and fertilizer management. The Sixth Edition has been substantially

revised to reflect rapidly advancing knowledge and technologies in both plant nutrition and nutrient

management.

The book is very good, but it old. The information required is exist, but the most problems solution is

not.

The images are pixelated and blurred, the text fades in some places like the printer was running out

of ink, and overall the print quality is the worst of any textbook I have ever owned. I can't believe it is

$150.



This book contains good information about soil fertility, the language used is very clear even for

novel soil scientist like me, up to date and classical soil research data are also provided. I haven't

reviewed completely but most of the chapters read so far are very helpful.

Book is okay but I'm going to buy a different one. Was trying to find a book to replace my NDSU

college book I will be checking the college book store again to find a better version.

very good

I wanted a solid textbook to refresh my knowledge of soil science, and this book has been a

standard for a long time

This textbook was an excellent resource for my undergraduate course. It provided excellent

practical examples of solving field fertility problems. The quantitative approach was challenging but I

learned more than in many other similary classes. Best textbook on the market.

This edition is not as advanced or complete as earlier versions. If you did want to explore a the

subject more completely you are at a disadvantage with this version, the references to the original

work that were at the end of each chapter in previous versions have been removed.
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